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I love the idea of improvising music to poetry. The idea goes way back. I still have
my album of Kerouac reading with Al Cohn’s sax. In order for the project to work
you need two things: Good poetry and good music, where the music has to fit the
music. The project should work even if one does not carefully listen to the words, but
thinks of the voice as a lead instrument that the others are working off. The poetry is
good. Lots of fun. And the folder has the text of almost all the poems so the listener
can follow. Wallenstein’s articulation is clear and easy to follow. My problem is that I
start listening to the music and don’t get all the poetry, so I was glad to have the text.
The feelings and tempos vary, as do the lead instruments, so each poem stands out.
All the musicians get solo space and all do a great job. I especially liked Richmond’s
solo on “Lucky,” Birnbaum’s solo on “Jack,” the duet by Chancey and Haiduck on
“Devil,” and everyone on “sex.” A fun record. Recommended for anyone who likes
poetry with their music.
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